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Auto Raja - Sangathil Paadaatha - TamilWire.com.mp3. Listen to Sangathil Paadaatha and buy the
vinyl or CD of this song at Amazon.com, or view all. Ilayaraja Puneetharaj song in auto raja cant be
released.. Ilayaraja Sangathil paadaatha इलायरहा राजा क़ंड़ा.. Auto Raja is a 1982 Tamil drama
film, directed by K. Vijayan. The film stars Vijayakanth and. The song "Malare Ennenna" was reused
from the track of the original. Ilayaraja's composition "Sangathil Paadaatha" remains one of his
famous tracks.. Retrieved from " . It was one of the earliest songs of N.S.A. Jr and the background
score was by Vidhyadharan. The song is an instance of. Sangathil Paadatha - Auto Raja. laiker Thala
- Ithi Nenjukkul thalaari. In andaluce) - Ten ochos - I do not recognise at all.. Auto Raja. Sangathil
Paadaatha.mp3. Theme - Bharathi.mp3. Aathara Sruthi Illatha.mp3. Auto Raja is a 1982 Tamil drama
film, directed by K. Vijayan. The film stars Vijayakanth and. The song "Malare Ennenna" was reused
from the track of the original. Ilayaraja's composition "Sangathil Paadaatha" remains one of his
famous tracks.. Retrieved from " . Full cast and crew list, poster and more links in this topic
Releasing Movies Online 2010. Banner. Short description. Music. 2 Nov Auto Raja Sangathil Illatha
Theme Music Download Ilayaraja (2800 Tamil Mp3 Songs - from 585 Movies - Biggest Collection)
torrent for free, or direct downloads via magnet. Auto Raja. Sangathil Padatha.mp3. Theme -
Bharathi.mp3. Aathara Sruthi Illatha.mp3. Auto Raja is a 1982 Tamil drama film, directed by K.
Vijayan. The film stars Vijayakanth and. The song "Malare Ennenna" was reused from the track
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